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Introductory Lectures: Outline

Introduction
How and where are silicon detectors employed at hadron colliders? 

Which detector components suffer from radiation damage?

Part I: Radiation Damage in Silicon Sensors (UH)
What are typical sensor defects caused by radiation?

Which operational parameters are affected?

How can radiation damage be measured in the lab and how can it be modeled?

Part II: Radiation Damage in Silicon Readout Electronics (Ketil Røed)
What is radiation environment responsible for inducing single event upsets (SEUs) 
in FPGAs?

How do SEUs affect SRAM memory cells and FPGAs?

How can SEU failures be tested, predicted, and reduced?
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Hadron Collider Experiments

Silicon detectors employed in 
many particle physics experiments 

Fixed target

Hadron colliders

Lepton  and ep colliders,

… and for various purposes 
Charged particle tracking & vertexing

Calorimetry

This lecture: restricted to silicon-
based tracking and vertexing 
detectors at hadron colliders, e.g.

Sp!S: p! at !s = 630 GeV

Tevatron: p! at !s = 1.8–1.96 TeV

LHC: pp at !s = 7–14 TeV
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Detector Example: ATLAS
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ATLAS Fact Sheet:
Length: 45 m, height: 25 m
Weight: 7000 metric tons
100 million readout channels

Muon Detector Calorimeter

Tracking Detectors
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LHC Tracking & Vertexing Challenges

Physics goals: find (something like) the Higgs and/or New Physics
Production cross sections expected to be small (fb)

Need high instantaneous luminosity (now: 2"1032 cm–2 s–1, design 1034 cm–2 s–1)

Tracking detector requirements are a challenge
High bunch crossing rate (40 MHz) # fast readout electronicss

Large flux of charged and neutral particles per collision
# highly granular detectors to keep channel occupancies below 1–2%

Many physics signature (e.g. tagging of b-quark jets) require excellent vertexing 
# transverse impact parameter resolution better than 15 $m

Particle production in hadronic interactions: lots of hadrons produced (pions, kaons, 
protons, neutrons, …) # radiation hard detectors and electronics (>100 kGy/year)

Tracking detector technology of choice at the LHC
Small radial distance from beam pipe (<20 cm): silicon pixel detectors

Larger radial distance: silicon microstrip detectors
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The ATLAS Inner Detector

Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT)
350,000 straw drift tubes

Transition radiation for e/% separation

Semiconductor Tracker (SCT)
Strip pitch: 80 $m

6.3 million readout channels

Silicon  Pixel Detector
Pixel size: 400"50 $m2

80 million readout channel

Innermost layer: 50.5 mm from beam
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Figure 4.2: Drawing showing the sensors and structural elements traversed by a charged track of
10 GeV pT in the barrel inner detector (η = 0.3). The track traverses successively the beryllium
beam-pipe, the three cylindrical silicon-pixel layers with individual sensor elements of 50×400
µm2, the four cylindrical double layers (one axial and one with a stereo angle of 40 mrad) of
barrel silicon-microstrip sensors (SCT) of pitch 80 µm, and approximately 36 axial straws of 4 mm
diameter contained in the barrel transition-radiation tracker modules within their support structure.

This chapter describes the construction and early performance of the as-built inner detector.
In section 4.2, the basic detector sensor elements are described. Section 4.3 describes the detector
modules. Section 4.4 details the readout electronics of each sub-detector, section 4.5 describes the
detector power and control and section 4.6 describes the ID grounding and shielding. Section 4.7
discusses the mechanical structure for each sub-detector, as well as the integration of the detectors
and their cooling and electrical services. The overall ID environmental conditions and general
services are briefly summarised in section 4.8. Finally, section 4.9 indicates some initial results on
the operational performance and section 4.10 catalogues the material budget of the ID, which is
significantly larger than that of previous large-scale tracking detectors.

– 55 –

[2008 JINST 3 S08003]

Slice of ATLAS Inner Detector Barrel
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ATLAS Pixel Module

Typical hybrid pixel 
module built of

Readout “flex” hybrid

Sensor: 46k pixels

16 front-end (FE) chips

Lots of electrical 
connections

FE chips bump-bonded to 
sensor, wire-bonded to flex

In: chip and sensor power 
(low and high voltage), chip 
commands, trigger

Out: digitized data (later 
transformed into optical)

Cooling system (not 
shown): remove heat 
dissipated by FE chips
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Figure 4.4: Schematic view of a barrel pixel module (top) illustrating the major pixel hybrid and

sensor elements, including the MCC (module-control chip), the front-end (FE) chips, the NTC

thermistors, the high-voltage (HV) elements and the Type0 signal connector. Also shown (middle)

is a plan view showing the bump-bonding of the silicon pixel sensors to the polyimide electronics

substrate. The photograph at the bottom shows a barrel pixel module.

A schematic view and photograph of a pixel module are shown in figure 4.4. A pixel module

consists of a stack, from the bottom up, of the following components:

(a) 16 front-end electronics chips thinned to 180 µm thickness, each with 2880 electronics chan-

nels;

(b) bump bonds (In or PbSn), which connect the electronics channels to pixel sensor elements;

(c) the sensor tile of area 63.4×24.4 mm
2

and approximately 250 µm thick;

(d) a flexible polyimide printed-circuit board (flex-hybrid) with a module-control chip glued to

the flex-hybrid;

– 61 –

[2008 JINST 3 S08003]
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ATLAS Expected Radiation Field

Most forms of radiation damage 
characterized by ionizing radiation 
dose rate (in gray/year)

More relevant for silicon 
detectors: fluence & (in cm–2)

with !(E) particle energy spectrum 
(normalized to 1 MeV neutrons)
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Figure 3.3: The total ionising dose per year calculated by GCALOR (see text) in one quarter of

the central part of the detector. The locations of the inner detector sub-systems, of the different

calorimeters and of the inner end-cap muon stations are indicated. The scale on the left gives the

integrated dose per year corresponding to the various iso-lines.

Two main mechanisms lead to the degradation of the performance of silicon devices under

irradiation. First, there is the effect of damage to the devices due to ionising energy loss. This can

lead to the creation of trapped charges, in particular in the oxide layer of the sensor, which alters its

electric properties. The second effect is bulk damage, or displacement damage, which is caused by

the displacement of silicon atoms in the lattice. In the study of bulk damage to silicon devices, it is

useful to introduce a quantity called the 1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence (Fneq). This fluence is

obtained by convoluting the various particle energy spectra and fluences with silicon displacement-

damage functions, normalised using the non-ionising energy loss (NIEL) cross-sections to the ex-

pected damage of 1 MeV neutrons [52].

Table 3.1 lists the particle rates, Fneq values and ionising doses predicted by FLUKA in the

inner detector regions shown in figure 3.3. In the pixel detector, the particle rates are dominated by

charged pions and photons. The latter are produced mostly in neutron capture processes but also

directly from the primary collisions and from interactions in the beam-pipe and its related equip-

ment. The predicted ionising dose in the innermost layer of the barrel pixel detector is 160 kGy/y,

– 44 –
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Table 3.1: Particle rates, fluences and doses in key locations of the inner detector sub-systems
(see figure 4.2 for the definitions and positions of the inner detector layers). Here, Fneq is the
1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence (see text). The FLUKA program has been used for this calcula-
tion and the statistical uncertainties are typically less than 10%. One year corresponds to 8 × 1015

inelastic proton-proton collisions (assuming an inelastic cross-section of 80 mb, a luminosity
of 1034 cm−2 s−1 and a data-taking period of 107 s).

Particle rates (kHz/cm
2
) Fneq Ionisation

Region R (cm) γ Protons Neutrons π± µ± e− (×10+12 cm−2) dose (Gy/y)

> 30 keV > 10 MeV > 100 keV > 10 MeV > 10 MeV > 0.5 MeV

Pixel layer 0 5.05 45800 2030 4140 34100 300 8140 270 158000

Pixel layer 2 12.25 9150 280 1240 4120 190 1730 46 25400

SCT barrel layer 1 29.9 4400 80 690 990 130 690 16 7590

SCT barrel layer 4 51.4 3910 36 490 370 67 320 9 2960

SCT end-cap disk 9 43.9 7580 73 840 550 110 470 14 4510

TRT outer radius 108.0 2430 10 380 61 7 53 5 680

which is the same as for the forward calorimeter, while the Fneq is expected to be 3 × 1014 cm−2/y.
In the SCT detector, the charged hadron and neutron rates are comparable and the Fneq and the
ionising dose are reduced by about a factor of 20 with respect to the first pixel layer.

While most of the charged hadrons originate from the interaction point, most of the neutrons
in the inner detector are the result of albedo (back-splash from the calorimeters). The purpose
of the moderator shielding described in section 3.2 is to moderate the neutrons from the end-cap
and forward calorimeters to lower their energies to values for which their contribution to the total
Fneq is minimised. The polyethylene in the moderator shielding is doped with boron, which has a
large cross-section for the capture of thermal neutrons. Nevertheless, the inner detector cavity will
be filled during LHC operation by an almost uniform “gas” of thermal neutrons with a flux of 1–
2 MHz/cm2 and the sensitive detectors will be exposed to fluxes of 2–10 MHz/cm2 of low-energy
photons originating from the interactions themselves and from neutron capture. The dominant
long-term impact of these particle fluences is not only radiation damage but also activation of the
detector components (see section 3.5).

3.3.2 The muon spectrometer region

The effects of the absorbed ionising dose in the most critical muon spectrometer regions have been
studied [53]. The CSC’s in the inner end-cap stations will be exposed to the highest dose. Figure 3.3
shows that in this region the ionising dose will vary between 3 and 20 Gy/y. The chambers closest
to the beam-line in the middle end-cap stations are expected to see at most 10 Gy/y. Most of the
muon spectrometer will, however, be exposed to less than 1 Gy/y.

Although care had also to be applied to the choices of materials, to the design of the front-end
electronics circuits and to the choice of the ionising gases for all the muon chamber technologies,
radiation damage due to the ionising dose is not the only concern in the muon spectrometer region.

– 45 –
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Radiation Damage in a Silicon Detector

Radiation influences all detector components in experimental hall
Detector modules: sensors, readout chips, control chips

Parts of readout chain (electrical & optical data transmission)

Parts of infrastructure in experimental hall: cooling system, power supplies/
converters

In general: damage depends on composition of radiation field
Charged leptons and hadrons: large penetration, secondary interactions in material

Photons: photo-effect, Compton effect, pair production

Neutrons: hard to shield, low-energy neutrons wander through hall “out of time”

Composition of radiation field changes with distance from collision point, 
e.g. damage to ATLAS pixel detector dominated by charged hadrons (>85%), but 
50% of SCT damage caused by neutrons

This pair of introductory lectures;
Part I: Radiation damage in silicon sensors

Part II: Radiation damage in electronics, especially FPGAs

10



Part I: Radiation Damage 
in Silicon Sensors
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Doped Semiconductors

Pure silicon is a semiconductor
Band model: valence and conduction bands

Band gap in silicon: 1.12 eV

Fermi level (at 0 K) inside band gap, conductivity 
through thermal excitations

Properties can be changed by doping
Additional energy levels in band gap

Donors: creation of additional electrons

Acceptors: creation of additional holes

12

[hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu]
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Semiconductor Diodes

Diode = interface of p-
doped and n-doped 
semiconductors: 

Electrons and holes re-
combine # depletion 
zone

Reverse bias voltage 
applied # depletion zone 
extended

13

[en.wikipedia.org]
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Silicon Detectors at a Glance

Example: hybrid pixel detectors
Detector = semiconductor diode with pn junction in reverse bias # depletion zone

Charged particles ionize detector material # electron/hole pairs induce signal

14

Bulk (n doped)
Backplane (p+ doped)

Implants: n+ doped
pixels (400x50 µm2)

250 µm

Reverse Bias Voltage 
approx. 150 V

Readout Chip:
Amplification
Digitization

Charged
Particle

+
+
+

+–
–
–
–

Electrical 
Signal

PbSn or Indium Balls (“bump bond”)
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Silicon Production Mechanisms

Czochralski (Cz) silicon: 
Mono-crystal pulled out of silicon melt

Cheap (standard for microelectronics) 
but low purity (e.g. high oxygen 
concentration)

15

Float Zone (FZ) silicon:
Polycrystalline rod 
melted into mono-
crystal 

High purity but 
expensive

Single-Crystal 
Silicon

Poly-Silicon

RF Heating Coil
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Detector Grade Silicon

Requirements for particle detectors:
Very high resistivity: > 1 k'cm # allows full 
depletion of 300 $m thick sensor with 300 V

High purity: low noise

Crystal orientations:〈111〉〈100〉

Refinements of production methods:
MCz: magnetic field controls convection in 
melt # more homogeneous than Cz, lower 
oxygen concentration

DOFZ: diffusion oxygenated FZ silicon
# oxygen-enriched: believed to be beneficial 
for radiation hardness

Epitaxial (EPI) silicon: silicon in vapor phase 
(e.g. SiCl4) deposited on substrate

16

Silicon Ingots and Wafers

Epitaxy
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Radiation & Performance Parameters

Single hit resolution dominated by strip pitch or pixel size (plus 
improvements from charge sharing) # usually not affected by radiation

Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N): various radiation effects
Large values desirable: S/N > 15–20

Rule of thumb: problems for pattern recognition for S/N < 6 
# many wrong track seeds formed from combinations of signal and noise hits 

17
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Charge Collection Efficiency

Charge collection efficiency (CCE)
Ionization required to create one electron/hole pair: 3.6 eV 

Energy loss via ionization in silicon: dE/dx of a MIP 3.88 MeV/cm (mean)

Typical signal in 300 $m thick silicon bulk (using most probable energy loss = 
0.7"mean) 22500 electrons = 3.6 fC

Radiation damage mechanism: trapping of parts of the electrons in sensor defects 
(details later) # smaller signal

18
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Leakage Current

Leakage current: current flowing 
through sensor in reverse bias 
(“bulk generation current”)

Increase of  Ileak proportional to 
fluence (independent of exact 
silicon properties!)

Rule of thump: leakage current 
doubles for (T ) 7 K

Problems for detector operation:
Additional heat load on cooling system via resistive heating 

Vicious circle: higher temperature causes even higher leakage currents 
# danger of thermal runaway = uncontrolled temperature rise

Shot noise caused by leakage current: proportional to !Ileak # deteriorates S/N

19
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Radiation and Bias Voltage

Depletion voltage Vdep: bias voltage necessary to fully deplete sensor bulk

Maximum signal when full sensor bulk depleted 
(in practice usually over-depletion, i.e. bias voltage Vbias > Vdep)

Radiation damage changes effective doping concentration Neff, typically from 
effective n-type to p-type: Vdep ~ |Neff| d2 # Vbias must be adjusted

Maximum sensor bias voltage: discharges on surface (or even breakthrough)
# depends on sensor design 

Technical limitations: maximum voltage from power supplies, on power lines, 
connectors, … # in practice 500–1000 V

20
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Radiation and Bias Voltage

21
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Neff - effective doping concentration
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Microscopic Picture

Primary knock-on atom (PKA)
Basic process: displacement of 
Si atoms in lattice 

Threshold for displacement 
damage: minimum recoil energy

Classes of damage 
(depending on recoil energy)

Isolated point defects 
# minimum recoil energy 
ER > 15–25 eV

Defect clusters = areas with large 
number defects # ER > 15 keV

Defects are dynamic: 
Movement in crystal

Recombination with other defects

Annealing with high temperature

22

[V.A.J. van Lint et al., Mechanisms of Radiation 
Effects in Electronic Materials, Wiley 1980]
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Displacement Damage Function

Energy loss via ionization in silicon bulk is fully reversible 
(NB: damage can be significant for surface, e.g. charge accumulation at 
interface to oxide layer)

Bulk damage: displacement of Si atoms by non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL)

Energy loss usually expressed as displacement damage function D(E):

# proportional to sum of cross sections "i for all reactions i times 
probability-weighted integral over all possible recoil energies ER

Differences between particle types, especially at low energies
Neutrons: elastic scattering with small cross section but large momentum transfer

Protons: Coulomb scattering with large cross section # likely to get many small 
momentum transfers # more point defects than in neutrons

Photons: point defects, usually no clusters
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Displacement Damage Function

24

[M.Moll, PhD Thesis, U Hamburg (1999)]
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Displacement damage functions

! NIEL - Non Ionizing Energy Loss
! NIEL - Hypothesis:

• Damage parameters scale with the NIEL
(Be careful, does not hold for all particles / damage parameters, see later)

For Silicon:
  100 MeVmb
  = 2.14 keVcm2/g
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NIEL Hypothesis

NIEL hypothesis: all damage 
parameters scale with NIEL
# approximation, does not hold 
for all particles and all energies

Damage caused by different 
particles types j with given energy 
spectrum !(E) can be expressed 
by single hardness factor #j

Conventional normalization to 
displacement damage of 1 MeV 
neutrons:

Radiation exposure expressed by 
equivalent fluence &eq: 

25

κj =
�

φj (E) D(E) dE
Dn(1 MeV)

�
φj (E)dE

Φeq,j = κj Φ = κj

�
φj (E) dE

Dn(1 MeV) = 95 MeV mb = 2.04 keV cm2/g

Radiation Average 
Energy

Hardness 
Factor

Reactor 
Neutrons 2.1 MeV 1.06

Protons 
(Cyclotron) 21.1 MeV 2.72

Electrons 1.8 MeV 1.07"10–2

Photons
(60Co) 1.25 MeV 2"10–6

[R. Wunstorf, PhD Thesis, U Hamburg (1992)]
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Equivalent Fluences at Hadron Colliders

26
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eq neutrons #eq
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e.g. - LHCb Velo detectors

- ATLAS Pixel B-layer

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
1013

other charged 
hadrons #eqATLAS SCT - barrelATLAS Pixel

(microstrip detectors)

[M M ll i lifi d l d f ATLAS TDR]

Michael Moll – CERN, 20. March 2007     -2-

r [cm]
[M.Moll, simplified, scaled from ATLAS TDR]

Experiment Luminosity/
Radius

Equiv.
Fluence

Tevatron 
(CDF)

10 fb–1/
3 cm 1014 cm–2

LHC
(ATLAS)

10 fb–1/
3 cm 1015 cm–2

LHC-HL 
(ATLAS)

10 fb–1/
3 cm 1016 cm–2

[M. Moll, ATLAS/CMS Common 
Electronics Workshop, CERN, March 2007]

Fluence Order of Magnitude Estimate
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Microscopic Picture: Point Defects

Many classes of point defects
Interstitials: Si (or non-Si) atoms 
between lattice positions (“I”, “BI”)

Substitution of lattice atoms with non-Si, 
e.g. carbon (“CS”)

Vacancies in lattice (“V”), also di-
vacancies (“V2”)

Combinations of the above, e.g. Frenkel 
defects, vacancy+oxygen (“V–O”)

Interstitials and vacancies: mobile at 
room temperature

Annealing via recombination

Stable defects via recombination with 
certain impurities

Some defects: electrically active

More details: lecture by E. Monakhov
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of possible lattice damage caused by radiation [23]; top half:
primary defects, bottom half: stable defects formed from primary defects.

[J. G
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Thesis, U
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onn (2008),
 after R
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Point Defects in the Band Model

28

E

Recombination

E

Generation

“Deep” levels (~center of band gap) # source of leakage current, e.g. V–B 

E

Compensation

E
Trapping

“Shallow” levels (close to valence/conduction band) # reduced charge collection efficiency
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Laboratory Mesurements

I-V characteristic 
Diode in reverse bias

Measure leakage current 
and bulk resistance

Breakthrough voltage?

C-V characteristic
Idea: capacitance drops 
until no all charge carriers 
removed

Measure depletion voltage

29
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bulk resistance: R = dU/dI

C(V ) = A
�

εε0e|Neff|
2V

forV ≤ Vdep

C(V ) =
εε0A

d
forV > Vdep

C(V ) = A
�

εε0e|Neff|
2V

forV ≤ Vdep

C(V ) =
εε0A

d
forV > Vdep

[M. Boronat, C. Friedrich, H. Zhu]

sensor fully 
depleted
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Typical Laboratory Setup

30

[H. Feick, PhD Thesis, U Hamburg (1997)]

Probe Station Electronics Setup

precise (automatic) positioning 
of probe needles on bond 

pads of sensors
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Measuring Microscopic Defects

Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS)
Introduce free charge carriers into depleted sensors, e.g. by pulsing bias voltage 
(0 V or forward bias)

Analyze system answer transient, e.g. capacitance over time 
# defect concentration, activation energy, electron/hole capture cross section …

More in lecture by Edouard Monakhov on Wednesday

Thermally Stimulated Current 
(TSC) spectroscopy
1. Cool down sensor under reverse 

bias, monitor bulk generation current

2. Inject free charge carriers at low 
temperature (e.g. 20 K): forward bias 
or illumination with laser that fits 
band gap

3. Heat sensor # trapped charges 
released at specific temperatures: 
characteristic current peaks

31

[M
. M

oll, P
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Annealing of Sensor Defects

32Michael Moll - CERN EP-TA1-SD Seminar - 14.2.2001  - 11  -

Systematic analysis of annealing data
Example: oxygen enriched silicon after 24 GeV/c proton irradiation

     Instead of depletion voltage plot the
change in the effective space charge !!Neff

5 101 5 102 5 103 5 104 5 105
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2.0.1014 p/cm2

1.2.1014 p/cm2

5.9.1013 p/cm2

2.9.1013 p/cm2

1.6.1013 p/cm2

24 GeV/c proton irradiation

( ) ( )tNNtN eqeffeffeqeff ,, 0 "#="!

Defect annealing
Above a certain temperature: 
migration of defects # defects 
can be gettered e.g. at surface 
or recombine with counterpart 
(e.g. SiI + V # SiS) or form new 
defects

Lattice vibrational energy larger 
than binding energy: dissociation 
of complex defects

Annealing studies: information 
on defects in addition to 
activation energy and capture 
cross section

Classification 
Short term beneficial annealing

Stable damage

Long term reverse annealing

[M
. M

oll]
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Summary – defects with strong impact on the 
device properties at operating temperature

Point defects

• Ei
BD = Ec – 0.225 eV 

• !!!!n
BD =2.3""""10-14 cm2

• Ei
I = Ec – 0.545 eV

• !!!!n
I =2.3""""10-14 cm2

• !!!!pI =2.3""""10-14 cm2

Cluster related centers

• Ei
116K = Ev + 0.33eV 

• !!!!p
116K =4""""10-14 cm2

• Ei
140K = Ev + 0.36eV

• !!!!p
140K =2.5""""10-15 cm2

• Ei
152K = Ev + 0.42eV

• !!!!p
152K =2.3""""10-14 cm2

• Ei
30K = Ec - 0.1eV 

• !!!!n
30K =2.3""""10-14 cm2

V2 
-/0

VO -/0 P 0/+

H152K 0/-
H140K 0/-

H116K 0/-
CiOi

+/0

BD 0/++

Ip
0/-

E30K 0/+

B 0/-

0 charged 
at RT

+/- charged at RT

Point defects extended defects

Reverse 
annealing

(neg. charge)

leakage current
+ neg. charge

(current after  #### irradiation)

positive charge 
(higher introduction after 

proton irradiation than after 
neutron irradiation)

positive charge 
(high concentration in oxygen 

rich material)
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Hamburg Model

Phenomenological 
“Hamburg model” to 
describe annealing

Change in effective charge 
carrier concentration 
(or equivalently depletion 
voltage):

Beneficial annealing: 

Stable damage:

Reverse annealing:

34

NA = Φeq
�

i

gA,i exp[−cA,i (T ) t ]

NC = NC,0
�
1− exp[−cCΦeq]

�
+ gCΦeq

NY = gY Φeq

�
1− 1

1 + gY Φeq cY (T ) t

�
Michael Moll - CERN EP-TA1-SD Seminar - 14.2.2001  - 12  -
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             to Neff 0 (value before irradiation)

long term reverse annealing:

second order parameterization
(with Ny,"=gy%#eq).gives best fit
But:
     &y independent of #eq
!! underlying defect reaction
     based on first order process!
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NN
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11,

stable damage:

  incomplete „donor removal“
          + introduction of stable acceptors

( )( ) eqCeqCOC gcNN #-+#-$$-= exp1
short term annealing:

first order decay of acceptors introduced
proportional to #eq during irradiation

. '
(
)

*
+
,$%%#=

i i
aieqa

tgN !exp

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tNNtNtN eqYeqCeqaeqeff ,,, #+#+#=#! [M. Moll]

∆Neff = NA + NC + NY

Used extensively to 
predict silicon detector 

lifetimes, e.g. CDF, CMS
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A Look into the Future

Current CERN planning: run LHC 
until about 2030 (“LHC-HL”) 
# integrated luminosity: 3000 fb–1

R&D on detectors for very high 
equivalent fluences > 1016 cm–2

3D silicon sensors

Strip sensors with p-bulk

3D silicon sensors at a glance:
Instead of strips: narrow (10 $m) 
columns along sensor thickness

Advantage: decouple charge collection 
and sensor thickness

Shorter charge collection distance: 
lower depletion voltage, faster signal, 
less trapping # radiation hard

35
C. Fleta, 16th RD50 Workshop, 02/06/2010

Electrode fabrication:
1. ICP etching of the holes: Bosch 

process, ALCATEL 601-E
2. Holes partially filled with 3 µm LPCVD 

poly
3. Doping with P or B
4. Holes passivated with TEOS SiO2

• Columns etched from opposite sides of 
substrate and don't pass through full 
thickness

• All fabrication done in-house
• ICP is a reliable and repeatable process 

(many successful runs)

!"#$%&!"#$%&''()*&*+,!+-.+/01()*&*+,!+-.+/01

Hole aspect ratio 25:1 
10µm diameter, 250µm deep 
P- and N-type substrates, 285µm thick

[C
. Fieta, R

D
50 W

orkshop, B
arcelona 2010]
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Sensors with p-Type Bulk

n-bulk (after type inversion)
Majority charge carriers: holes 
(smaller mobility than electrons)

Depletion zone builds from 
(unsegmented) back side 
# sensor must be fully depleted 

p-bulk
No type inversion via radiation

Majority charge carriers: electrons

Depletion zone builds from 
segmented side 
# can run underdepleted

Simpler single-sided processing

n-in-p sensors serious candidate 
for ATLAS silicon strip detector 
upgrade

36
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!"#

Sensors in p-type bulk 

Benefits: 

•!collect electrons 

•!no radiation-induced type inversion 
•!single-sided processing reduces cost  

[S. Seidel, Vienna Conference on Instrumentation 2010]

p-in-n Sensor after Type Inversion

n-in-p Sensor 
(or n-in-n after type inversion)

un-depleted 

un-depleted 
depleted 

depleted 
e 

h 
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p+ 

p- 

n+ 

n+ 

p-on-n geometry (after type inversion) 
n-on-p geometry 

n-on-n geometry ( after type inversion) 

!"#

Sensors in p-type bulk 

Benefits: 

•!collect electrons 

•!no radiation-induced type inversion 
•!single-sided processing reduces cost  
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Sensors with p-Type Bulk

Further (surprising) advantage of n-in-p FZ silicon
CCE shows not reverse annealing, even when underdepleted

Current interpretation: charge multiplication effects (not described by Hamburg 
model), even CCE > 1 for very high bias voltage (1700 V) 
# feasible in LHC experiments?

37
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M.Moll - 09/2009

References:

[1] G.Casse, VERTEX 2008
        (p/n-FZ, 300µm, (-30oC, 25ns)

[2] I.Mandic et al., NIMA 603 (2009) 263
        (p-FZ, 300µm, -20oC to -40oC, 25ns)
           

FZ Silicon Strip Sensors

Good performance of planar sensors at high fluence

•Why do planar silicon sensors with n-strip readout give such high 
signals after high levels (>1015 cm-2 p/cm2) of irradiation?
• Extrapolation of charge trapping parameters obtained at 

lower fluences would predict much lower signal!
• Assumption: ‘Charge multiplication effects’ as even CCE > 1 was observed

500V

800V

1700V

• Which voltage can be applied?
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Summary

Radiation damage to silicon sensors at hadron colliders 
Equivalent fluences up to 1016 1 MeV n per cm2 in LHC high-luminosity phase

Major challenge for operating silicon detectors at hadron colliders

Macroscopic consequences:
Change of effective charge carrier concentration # increased depletion voltage

Increase leakage current # more noise, thermal runaway

Reduced charge collection efficiency # smaller signals

Microscopic understanding:
Point defects and clusters, some are electrically active

Laboratory measurements: I–V and C–V characteristics, DLTS, TSC, annealing

Phenomenological Hamburg model

Active field of research: exploring new sensor types, production methods, 
and behavior at very high fluences

38
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Additional Material

The Hamburg connection
R. Wunstorf, 
Systematische Untersuchungen zur Strahlenresistenz von Silizium-Detektoren für 
die Verwendung in Hochenergiephysik-Experimenten, 
PhD Thesis, U Hamburg 1992 

M. Moll, 
Radiation Damage in Silicon Particle Detectors, 
PhD Thesis, U Hamburg 1999

CERN RD50 collaboration: http://www.cern.ch/rd50

Books:
G. Lutz, Semiconductor Radiation Detectors, Springer, 2007

L. Rossi, P. Fischer, T. Rohe, N. Wermes, Pixel Detectors, Springer, 2006

S.M. Sze, Physics of Semiconductor Devices, Wiley, 1985

39
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Outline

Short history of silicon detectors at 
hadron colliders

Evolving requirements and design 
considerations

Lessons learnt for the LHC and 
beyond

In-situ measurement of radiation 
damage during operation

How can in-situ and laboratory 
measurements be compared?

Many examples taken from CDF 
experiment at Fermilab Tevatron 
(LHC only in its first year, difficult to 
find material)

Mitigation of radiation damage
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Neff - effective doping concentration
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Short Reminder: Silicon Strip Detector

Variants of silicon strip detectors used at hadron colliders
One or both sides of the sensor segmented: single-sided vs. double-sided

DC coupling or AC coupling of readout system
Output of frontend chips: analog or digital readout

3

Bulk (n-doped)
Backplane (n+-doped)

Implant (p+-doped)

300 μm

Insulator

Metal Strips

Bias Voltage (+150 V)

Amplifier, Digitizer, …

Charged Particle

+
+
+

+
–
–
–
–

Electrical Signal

Single-sided p-in-n sensor
AC coupling
Digital readout
! e.g. ATLAS SCT
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Short Reminder: Radiation Damage

Silicon bulk damage: 
Displacement of atoms through non-
ionizing energy loss (NIEL)

NIEL hypothesis: damage from all 
particle types scales with NIEL

NIEL normalized to fluence of 1 MeV 
neutrons with hardness factor "

Damage to silicon sensor surface 
and readout electronics

Driven by ionizing radiation dose

Reversible damage: single-event 
upsets (see lecture by Ketil Røed)

Irreversible damage: charge trapping 
at Si–SiO2  interface (more in lecture 
by Ivan Peric)
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Short Reminder: Radiation Damage

Microscopic effects and macroscopic consequences (simplified)
Deep level defects ! bulk current generation ! leakage current 

Shallow level defects ! charge trapping ! lower charge collection efficiency

Shallow level defects as additional acceptor levels ! change of effective charge 
carrier concentration ! type inversion from n-bulk to (effective) p-bulk
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Neff - effective doping concentration
• Neff positive  - n-type silicon (e.g. Phosphorus doped - Donor)
• Neff negative - p-type silicon (e.g. Boron doped - Acceptor)
• |Neff| proportional to depletion voltage and 1/(device thickness)22effN

d
Vdep#

Type Inversion

∆I = αΦ
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Silicon in HEP: A Little History 

Early history
1951: first particle detector based on germanium pn-diode (McKay)

1960ies–1970ies: semiconductor detectors important for nuclear physics

1980: first silicon microstrip detector (J. Kemmer et al.)

First particle physics application of 
silicon detectors: high-rate fixed 
target experiments for charm physics 
(esp. D meson lifetimes)

CERN NA11 (ACCMOR Collaboration): 
~1983

Fermilab E691 (Tagged Photon 
Spectrometer): ~1985

Silicon microstrip vertex trackers at 
electron-positron colliders (1990s)

All LEP detectors, Mark-II at SLC
B factories: BaBar, Belle

7
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24 x 36 mm, 1200 strips 
20 µm strip pitch 
60 µm readout pitch

First Microstrip Detectors in Beam
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UA2 Silicon Pad Detector

First application in a hadron collider 
(CERN Sp!S)

Single cylinder of silicon pads (8.7 # 
40 mm2), 60 cm long, 14.7 cm radius, 
1 m2 of sensor surface

Mounted directly on the beam pipe

First radiation damage
Beam incident during injection 
(unnoticed): exposure to 30 Gy of 
ionizing radiation + neutron flux of 
2.8#109 cm–2

Consequence: 14% noise increase 
through higher leakage currents

Today: sophisticated interlock systems 
to (largely) avoid beam incident

8

2. 2 . The assoc i a t ed e l ec t ron i cs

49 5 mm

The comp l e t e e l ec t ron i cs cha i n cons i s t s o f l ow no i se
cha rge sens i t i ve pr eamp l i f i e r s [4] moun t ed on t he
mo t he rboa rd on t he s i de oppos i t e t o t he de t ec t or s ( see
f i g . 1) . Shap i ng amp l i f i e r s , t r ack - and - ho l d and ana l ogue
mu l t i p l ex i ng c i r cu i t s a r e l oca t ed i n an e l ec t ron i c box a t
t he end o f each modu l e [5] . The no i se i s t yp i ca l l y 1850
rms e l ec t rons and t he ga i n i s - 15 mV / f C . The t o t a l
powe r d i ss i pa t i on i s - 60 mW / channe l .

2. 3 . S i l i con cha r ac t e r i s t i cs and t es t beam r esu l t s

F i g. 1 . ( a ) Geome t r i ca l l ayou t o f t he ou t e r a r r ay. (b ) Cross
sec t i on o f a modu l e show i ng t he s i l i con coun t e r s , pr eamp l i f i e r

and t he f i br eg l ass con t a i ne r .

The s t a t i c cha r ac t e r i s t i cs o f each s i l i con coun t e r a r e
measur ed on t he t es t bench desc r i bed i n r e f . [6] . The
r eve r se l eakage cur r en t i s < 50 nA f or 64% o f t he pads
and be t ween 50 and 100 nA f or 25% . Approx i ma t e l y
84% o f t he coun t e r s dep l e t e be t ween 10 and 50 V , and
t he r ema i n i ng 16% be t ween 50 and 100 V [7] .

The ga i n o f each pad and i t s assoc i a t ed e l ec t ron i cs
channe l has been ca l i br a t ed us i ng a beam f rom t he
CERN SPS . The s i gna l - t o - no i se r a t i o f or a m i n i mum
i on i z i ng pa r t i c l e , de f i ned as t he r a t i o be t ween t he mos t
probab l e ene rgy l oss and t he pedes t a l w i d t h , was f ound
t o be t yp i ca l l y - 13 .

R. Ansa r i e t a l . / The s i l i con de t ec t or s i n t he UA2 expe r i men t

PULSE HE I GHT (ADC UN I TS)

F i g . 2. Pu l se he i gh t h i s t ogr am ob t a i ned a t a t es t beam w i t h an
e l ec t ron beam con t am i na t ed by pho t ons.

I n t he cour se o f t he ca l i br a t i on we a l so es t i ma t ed t he
r e j ec t i on powe r aga i ns t pho t on conve r s i ons t o be 20 : 1
w i t h a 90% e l ec t ron e f f i c i ency . F i g. 2 c l ea r l y shows t he
e f f ec t o f a con t am i na t i on o f pho t on conve r s i ons i n t he
e l ec t ron beam .

2. 4 . Runn i ng expe r i ence

389

Dur i ng t he run t he pedes t a l pos i t i on and w i d t h f or
each channe l we r e con t i nuous l y mon i t or ed as we l l as
t he ga i n o f t he e l ec t ron i cs cha i n . An i nc l us i ve pu l se
he i gh t spec t rum summed ove r a l l t he pads i s shown i n
f i g . 3 and compa r ed w i t h t he r esu l t s f rom t he t es t beam .
The l oss o f r eso l u t i on i s due t o a numbe r o f e f f ec t s such
as t he pr esence o f l ow ene rgy pa r t i c l es , t r acks ove r l ap -
p i ng i n a pad , i mpe r f ec t cor r ec t i ons f or t he e l ec t ron i cs
ga i n f rom t he ca l i br a t i on and e r ror s i n t he c ross i ng
ang l e cor r ec t i on .

I n t he cour se o f t he run t he de t ec t or was acc i den t a l l y
exposed i n a shor t t i me , dur i ng beam i n j ec t i on , t o a
h i gh r ad i a t i on dose . The t o t a l dose r ece i ved , i nc l ud i ng
t he sma l l f r ac t i on due t o norma l ope r a t i on , was 30 Gy ,

X . NOVEL DETECTORS AND TECHN I QUES

[R
. A

nsari et al., N
ucl. Instrum

. M
eth. A

279 (1989) 388]

Significant damage through single incidents 
in addition to long-term radiation effects
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Silicon Detector in CDF Run I a

History:
First ideas in 1983 (A. Menzione)

Concept of silicon detectors at 
hadron colliders controversial within 
CDF (e.g.: occupancy of inner 
layers too high?)

First design: SVX (1992–1993)
2 barrels with 4 layers each, 
51.1 cm long, radii: 3–8 cm

Single sided sensors (60 $m pitch), 
DC-coupled readout

Short lifetime mainly due to 
radiation damage to the readout 
chip: increased occupancy, 
reduced efficiency

9

!"#!"#

Two barrelsTwo barrels

•• Four layers of siliconFour layers of silicon

•• DC coupledDC coupled

•• Electronics Electronics radrad--softsoft

•• Major resultsMajor results

!!

Electronics is the culprit this time 
! avoid single points of failure
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But Nevertheless…

10

…The Top!
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Silicon Detector in CDF Run I b

Second attempt: SVX’ 
(operated 1993–1996) 

Mechanical design similar to SVX, 
slightly smaller inner radius (2.8 cm)

Radiation hard readout chip

AC-coupled readout with FOXFET 
(Field Oxide FET) biasing

Lifetime limitation:

Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) 
decreases faster than expected 
(attributed to FOXFET biasing)

Reduction of SNR partly 
compensated by changes in 
detector operation (integration time, 
temperature, bias voltage)

11

Signal-To-Noise Ratio of CDF SVX’
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Some limitations can be overcome 
“after the fact” by clever software 

(written by clever people)
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CDF Run I: Physics Impact

Secondary vertex b-tagging and 
radiation damage

Efficiency drops quickly for S/N 
smaller than approx. 3 
But: top quark discovery with 
data taken with S/N of 6 ! 3

Similar discussion ongoing for 
Higgs boson sensitivity in planned 
Tevatron Run III (2012–2015)

12

Run Ib Simulation
Run Ia Simulation, scaled to Run Ib
Run Ia Data, scaled to Run Ib
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For more details on the history of 
Silicon detectors in CDF (and CMS):
J. Incandela, Life on the Critical Path 

(talk given at the 6th International 
“Hiroshima” Symposium, Carmel, CA, 
September 11–15, 2006)[G. Punzi, Fermilab PAC, September 2010]
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CDF SVX II: Double-Sided & AC-Coupled

Workhorse for CDF silicon 
tracking in Tevatron Run II, 
operated since 2001

Pre-LHC-era module design
5 layers of double-sided silicon 
sensors at radii of 2.5–10.6 cm

Layers 0, 1, 3 (Hamamatsu):
axial and 90º strips

Layers 2 and 4 (Micron): 
axial and 1.2º stereo strips

Strip pitch: 60–140 $m

AC-coupled readout: micro-
discharges limit bias voltage to 
170 V (Hamamatsu) and 80 V 
(Micron)

More on performance & 
radiation hardness later

13

One SVX II Barrel

p+ Side

n+ Side

n bulkDepletion 
Zone

Vbias

p Stops

Double-Sided Sensor
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Towards LHC: Beam Pipe Layers

Material and radiation considerations:
Below r = 2 cm, 0.01 X0 of additional 
material does not matter, but track impact 
parameter resolutions increases greatly

Low material: remove readout electronics 
from tracking volume, transmit analog 
signals to chips ! showed problems with 
pickup noise during operation

Single-sided “LHC style” sensors (i.e. 
following LHC design rules) available:

“Regular” FZ sensors (Hamamatsu, SGS 
Thomson) 

Oxygenated sensors (Micron) 
! believed to be more radiation hard

DØ added a similar beam-pipe layer 
(“Layer 0”) with improved readout (e.g. 
new SVX4 readout chip) in 2006

14

1.3 cm
2.1 cmx

y

Insertion of L00: 300 $m clearance!
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ATLAS Inner Tracking

15

[atlas.ch]
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ATLAS Semiconductor Tracker

Sensor and module design:
Sensor: single-sided p-in-n, AC coupled, 285 $m thick, strip pitch: 80 $m

Module: 2#2 sensors (6#6 cm2 each) glued back to back, stereo angle of ±20 mrad

Binary readout (i.e. digital readout stripped down to “hit–no hit”)

Radiation hardness: survive 10 years of  LHC operation ! designed to 
run stably at 500 V after ϕeq = 2#1014 cm–2 (initial bias voltage: 150 V)

16
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Figure 4.7: Photograph (left) and drawing (right) of a barrel module, showing its components. The
thermal pyrolytic graphite (TPG) base-board provides a high thermal conductivity path between
the coolant and the sensors.

thermal and mechanical structure. This extends sideways to include beryllia facings. A polyimide
hybrid [78] with a carbon-fibre substrate bridges the sensors on each side. The two 770-strip (768
active) sensors on each side form a 128 mm long unit (126 mm active with a 2 mm dead space).
High voltage is applied to the sensors via the conducting base-board.

Precision alignment criteria were applied during assembly: the assembly tolerance as well as
the achieved build accuracy are shown in table 4.7. The important in-plane tolerance for positioning
sensors within the back-to-back stereo pair was < 8 µm and the achieved variance was 2 µm. In
the module plane, no additional distortions were measured after thermal cycling. Out-of-plane, the
individual components and the assembly jigging and gluing determine the module thickness and
the intrinsic bow of the sensors determines the out-of-plane shape. A common distortion profile has
been established for the sensors at the level of a few µm and a module thickness variation of 33 µm
was maintained during fabrication. Following thermal cycling, the out-of plane distortions changed
by a few µm (RMS). When cooled from room to operating temperature, profile deviations did not
exceed 20 µm, even at the sensor corners not supported by the base-board.

Figure 4.8 shows the construction of an end-cap module [68]. There are three module types,
as shown in table 4.7. Each of the 1976 modules has two sets of sensors glued back-to-back around
a central TPG spine with a relative rotation of±20 mrad to give the required space-point resolution
in R-φ and R. The module thickness is defined by the individual components and variations are
compensated by the glue thickness (nominally 90 µm). The TPG spine conducts heat from the
sensors to cooling and mounting points at the module ends and serves as the bias contact to the
sensors. Glass fan-ins attach one end of the spine to a carbon base-plate with the polyimide flex-
hybrid glued to it. The modules are arranged in tiled outer, middle and inner rings.

The precision alignment criteria applied to the end-cap modules were similar to those of
barrel modules. The RMS spread of the module survey measurements after construction was 1.6
µm in the back-to-back position of the stereo pair, measured transverse to the strips, and 2.8 µm
in the position of the mounting hole and slot measured transverse to the strips. In the module
plane, no additional distortions were measured after thermal cycling. Out of the plane, the end-

– 65 –

[ATLAS, 2008 JINST 3 S08003]
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CMS Inner Tracking
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Figure 3.1: Schematic cross section through the CMS tracker. Each line represents a detector

module. Double lines indicate back-to-back modules which deliver stereo hits.

layers 5 and 6. It provides another 6 r-φ measurements with single point resolution of 53 µm and

35 µm, respectively. The TOB extends in z between ±118cm. Beyond this z range the Tracker

EndCaps (TEC+ and TEC- where the sign indicates the location along the z axis) cover the region

124cm < |z| < 282cm and 22.5cm < |r| < 113.5cm. Each TEC is composed of 9 disks, carrying

up to 7 rings of silicon micro-strip detectors (320 µm thick on the inner 4 rings, 500 µm thick

on rings 5-7) with radial strips of 97 µm to 184 µm average pitch. Thus, they provide up to 9 φ
measurements per trajectory.

In addition, the modules in the first two layers and rings, respectively, of TIB, TID, and

TOB as well as rings 1, 2, and 5 of the TECs carry a second micro-strip detector module which is

mounted back-to-back with a stereo angle of 100 mrad in order to provide a measurement of the

second co-ordinate (z in the barrel and r on the disks). The achieved single point resolution of this

measurement is 230 µm and 530 µm in TIB and TOB, respectively, and varies with pitch in TID

and TEC. This tracker layout ensures at least ≈ 9 hits in the silicon strip tracker in the full range of

|η |< 2.4 with at least≈ 4 of them being two-dimensional measurements (figure 3.2). The ultimate

acceptance of the tracker ends at |η |≈ 2.5. The CMS silicon strip tracker has a total of 9.3 million

strips and 198 m
2

of active silicon area.

Figure 3.3 shows the material budget of the CMS tracker in units of radiation length. It

increases from 0.4 X0 at η ≈ 0 to about 1.8 X0 at |η |≈ 1.4, beyond which it falls to about 1 X0 at

|η |≈ 2.5.

3.1.3 Expected performance of the CMS tracker

For single muons of transverse momenta of 1, 10 and 100 GeV figure 3.4 shows the expected reso-

lution of transverse momentum, transverse impact parameter and longitudinal impact parameter, as

a function of pseudorapidity [17]. For high momentum tracks (100GeV) the transverse momentum

resolution is around 1−2% up to |η |≈ 1.6, beyond which it degrades due to the reduced lever arm.

At a transverse momentum of 100GeV multiple scattering in the tracker material accounts for 20 to

– 30 –

[http://cm
s.w
eb.cern.ch/]

http://cms.web.cern.ch/%5D
http://cms.web.cern.ch/%5D
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CMS Tracker

Sensor and module design:
Sensor: single-sided p-in-n, AC coupled, 320/500 $m thick, varying strip pitch
(two innermost inner and outer layers: double layers with 100 mrad stereo angle)

Modules: 1 thin sensor in inner and 2 thick sensors in outer part (10#10 cm2 each)

Analog readout at front-end chip, digitized outside tracking volume

Radiation hardness: survive 10 years of  LHC operation % 500 fb–1 % 
2#1014 cm–2 1 MeV neutron equivalents
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Figure 3.28: Top panel: photo of an assembled double-sided rod, showing the CCUM side, with
the 12-way optical ribbons connected to the AOH fibers. Bottom panel: double-sided rod being
prepared for insertion in the TOB mechanics; the side opposite to the CCUM is shown.

Electrical and read-out grouping

The grouping of the rods into control rings is designed primarily to avoid having control rings
spanning across two different cooling segments, while maximizing the size of a control ring (to
reduce cost and material budget) within the recommended limit of 10 CCUMs per ring. This logic
results in two or three control rings per cooling segment, with a single exception of a cooling
segment containing one control ring only. The average number of CCUMs (i.e. of rods) per ring
in the TOB is 7.5. Within a control ring, rods are clustered in groups that are read out by the same
FED. Again, a read-out group never spans over two control rings, and the grouping is optimized to
minimize the number of unused channels in the FEDs (to reduce cost). The average FED occupancy
in the TOB is 94%. In summary, the TOB is made of 688 rods read out by 134 FEDs, controlled
by 92 DOHMs, and cooled by 44 independent lines.

Grounding

In each rod the return line of LV and bias is connected inside the CCUM to the return line of
the LV power of DOHM and CCUMs, and connected through a short multi-wire cable to the
cooling manifold serving the rod: this is the main ground connection of the rod. The grounding is
improved by additional ground connections in each ICC, implemented through metalization around
the mounting holes.

The DOHMs, mounted on the TOB end-flange (figure 3.29), are protected by alodyned alu-
minium plates of 0.5 mm thickness, which are locally connected to the power return line.

– 71 –

[CMS, 2008 JINST 3 S08004]

CMS Tracker Outer Barrel Rod
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LHC Upgrade Roadmap

LHC long-term perspective: 3000 fb–1 by 2030 
Phase 0 (2012): energy increase to 13–14 TeV

Phase I (~2015): moderate luminosity increase

Phase II (~2020): high-luminosity phase (“LHC-HL”, formerly known as Super-LHC)

19
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Lp & 1#1034 cm–2 s–1
Lp & 2#1034 cm–2 s–1

[M. Nessi]
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ATLAS/CMS Upgrade Plans

New technologies considered for 
innermost pixel detector layers

3D silicon

Diamond: “intrinsically radiation hard”

Evolution of established technologies
Planar hybrid pixel detectors to cover 
large areas with pixels

n-in-p strip detectors: more radiation 
hard

20

ATLAS CMS

Phase I (2015) New innermost pixel 
layer

Replacement of pixel 
detector

LHC-HL (2020)
Replacement of full inner 
detector with all-silicon 

tracker

Replacement of full 
silicon tracker
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Radiation Damage and 
Running Experiments

Michael Moll - CERN EP-TA1-SD Seminar - 14.2.2001  - 10  -
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Neff - effective doping concentration
• Neff positive  - n-type silicon (e.g. Phosphorus doped - Donor)
• Neff negative - p-type silicon (e.g. Boron doped - Acceptor)
• |Neff| proportional to depletion voltage and 1/(device thickness)22effN

d
Vdep#
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Challenges in a Running Experiment

22

Issue Ideal Environment Running Experiment

Radiation monitoring Take monitoring data as 
often as required 

Must sacrifice good data to 
monitor detector 

performance

Measurement environment Controlled lab environment 
(temperature, …)

Environment cannot be fully 
controlled, e.g. insufficient 

instrumentation

Accessibility of components Lab: everything accessible Most of detector 
inaccessible

In the following: some real-life examples from the CDF silicon detectors
(thanks to the CDF Silicon Operations Group for the material!)
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CDF: Single Event Upsets 

Part of DAQ located 
in collision hall:

58 Fiber Interface 
Boards 
(9U VME, 17 Altera 
7128 FPGAs each)

FIBs contain 
“sequence RAM” for 
sequence of chip 
commands

DAQ problems due to single event upsets:
FIB sequence RAM corruption (1 per day): 
mostly unnoticed, sometimes corrupted data

FPGA burn-out on FIB (1–2 per year): VME 
backplane blocked

23

Keep sensitive electronics out of the 
experimental hall (if you can!)
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CDF: Power Supplies

Common failure modes of CAEN 
SY527 main frame:

Spontaneous switch-off and reboot of CPU

CAENnet communication loss

Corrupted read-back of currents/voltages 

Short-term fix: reboot (“HockerizeTM”) 
crate CPU

Problems most probably beam-related:
Failure rate increases with increasing 
luminosity (and losses?)

Crates in areas with higher radiation dose 
(west side = proton side) seem to be more 
likely to fail
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Hard to get more than just “evidence” for 
beam-related operational problems
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CDF Radiation Monitoring

Radiation field measured by 
>1000 thermo-luminescent 
dosimeters (TLDs) in 
tracking volume

Accurate radiation map

z-dependent radial scaling: 
dose proportional to r–! with 
1.5 < ! < 2.1

Dose dominated by 
collisions (> 90%), 
remainder from beam 
losses

25

[R. J. Tesarek et al., IEEE NSS 2003]
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Using CDF SVX II as a Dosimeter

Linear increase of bulk leakage 
current Ileak with fluence ':

with " “damage parameter”

Assume: change in observed bias 
current dominated by change in 
leakage current

Note: leakage currents strongly 
temperature-dependent, typically 
normalized to 20ºC
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Impossible to measure theoretical 
quantities like “leakage current” directly 
in real experiment, there’s always the 

rest of the detector “in the way”
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1. Fix normalization: measure effective 
damage parameter by comparing 
with TLD measurements:

2. Extract flux as a function of radius, 
e.g. for SVX II Layer 0

(estimated from measured dose assuming 
NIEL scaling)

Large uncertainties:
Temperature model: 13% 

Extraction of ): 20%

Using CDF SVX II as a Dosimeter
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Difficult to compare thermal behavior in 
detector environment with laboratory 

measurements (e.g. annealing: 
80 minutes at 60ºC)
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Monitoring of Radiation Damage

Signal-to-noise ratio: any signs of abnormal 
efficiency loss?

Signal: cluster charge  from from J/* ! $$  
(corrected for path length of track in silicon)

Noise: regular calibration runs

Extrapolation (assuming full depletion) 

signal: charge collection efficiency reduction ~ '
noise: leakage current increase ~ +'

Regular monitoring of operational 
parameters

Leakage current: bias current measurement 
(usually included in slow control)

Depletion voltage from signal vs. bias scans: 
Expected behavior (type inversion, …)?
Signs of efficiency loss through under-depletion?
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Depletion Voltage: Signal vs. Bias

Dedicated data-taking runs 
(“Signal Bias Scans”) 

Study collected charge of silicon hits 
from good tracks during colliding 
beams operation

Find peak of ADC spectrum as a 
function of bias voltage 
(fit: Landau ⊗ Gaussian) 

Determine Vdep e.g. as 95% 
amplitude of sigmoid fit

Works for entire detector, but 
consumes valuable beam time
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Cannot measure depletion voltages via 
C–V curves in a running experiment, also 

results may not be 100% compatible 
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Depletion Voltage: Noise vs. Bias

“Noise Bias Scans”: study average 
noise as a function of bias voltage 

Measurement idea: inter-strip thermal 
noise on n side cleared by applying 
bias voltage ! fully depleted detector 
has lower noise level

Works only for double-sided sensors 
(e.g. CDF SVX II)

Advantage: does not require beam in 
accelerator ! no interference with 
data-taking

Method does not work after after type 
inversion (no p stops on p+ side)
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Latest CDF Bias Scan Results

Depletion voltage evolution for innermost layers: L00 and SVX II Layer 0
Straight-line fit to extrapolate to higher luminosities (Run III): average and individual 
ladders ! fairly consistent behavior

As expected: innermost SVX II layer gets inefficient first, L00 will survive
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DØ Depletion Voltage Results 2008

DØ methodology very similar to CDF: signal-bias and noise-bias scans 
(which stopped working after type inversion)

New: conversion to equivalent fluence, fit to Hamburg model (radial 
dependence of radiation field floating in fit)
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Radiation Damage Study of the DØ SMT Satish Desai
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Figure 6: Fit to the Hamburg model for a sensor from Layer 1 of the SMT. The data from the n-side noise
studies (black, open points) are not used in the fit after type inversion.

Layer 1 sensors by the end of Run II. However, it should be noted that this situation was anticipated,
and was one of the primary motivations for the installation of Layer 0. We should be able to fully
deplete the remaining SMT sensors, including Layer 0, through the remainder of the Tevatron run.
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Mitigation of Radiation Damage

Benefits of operating at lower 
temperatures

Lower leakage currents ! less noise

Reduction of reverse annealing 
effects ! longer lifetimes

Limitations
Technical imitations: minimum 
temperature of chiller system, 
coolant, piping, …

Challenge to keep detector cold at all 
times: maintain full cooling even 
during power outages & long 
shutdown periods

LHC: coolant at –25ºC 
Sensor temperatures around –10ºC

High-lumi upgrade: CO2-based 
cooling systems favored ! –35ºC
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Cooling System Repair at CDF (2007)
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Radiation Monitoring at the LHC

ATLAS: deployed 14 small detector 
modules in inner detector

Ionizing dose: RADFETs

Equivalent fluence 'eq:  PIN diodes and 
pad diode made of epitaxial silicon

Thermal n: radiation-hardened transitors

CMS: Measurements of depletion 
voltage with signal-bias scans and 
noise-bias scans

CMS: ideas to use tracker 
laser alignment system

Measure charge produced by 
well-defined laser pulse as a 
function of bias voltage

Pro: no beam time consumed

Con: tests only few modules
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Online Measurement Techniques in Use Thermal Neutron Fluence

Radiation Monitoring Sensor Boards

Inner Detector: 14 Modules that contain:

3 RadFETs for different dose ranges

2 PIN diodes for low and high fluences

1 Epitaxial (large fluence range)

2 DMILL bipolar transistors

NTC temperature sensor

resistive pad for heating on the back side

Outside the Inner Detector region: 48 modules

1 high sensitivity PIN diode (CMRP)

1 RadFET

NTC temperature sensor

Jochen Hartert The ATLAS Radiation Dose Measurement System 12 / 23
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Summary & Conclusions

Radiation hardness: critical for any tracking detector at a hadron colliders

Lots of progress on the level of R&D (e.g. RD50), but findings must be 
applied to real-life detectors

Technologies typically frozen 5–10 years before start of operation

In-situ measurements more difficult than laboratory measurements: accessibility, 
instrumentation, thermal behavior, …

Hadron collider experiments: 
Careful monitoring of radiation damage ! in-situ results are consistent with 
laboratory measurements

Mitigation of radiation damage through operational measures

Interesting results coming up from the LHC
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CDF SVX II Temperature Model

Convention: normalize bias 
currents to 20°C

SVX II: temperature sensors 
(RTDs) mounted on support 
structure (“bulkhead”): no direct 
measurement on silicon sensor, 
need extrapolation

Temperature extrapolation relies 
on early finite element analysis 
for sensor temperature
! large systematic 
uncertainties of temperature 
correction factor (13%)
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